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On the

cutting edge

KEBA exhibited the prototype of a
new, multifunctional self-service solution at the 1992 CeBit. The machine
was able to accept and pay out
bank notes and even “recycle” them.
Visionaries saw this development as
pointing the way to the future, while
doubters stated that it stood no
chance. Whatever the case the emotional response confirmed our status
as an innovator.
At that time, being on the cutting edge
meant automating routine tasks. The
demand for the scanning of transfers
resulted in the “Tosca” self-service
machine and that for the depositing
of bundles of banknotes in the “LBCI”.
Coin modules and passbook printers,
etc. then followed.
Moreover, the combination of such
functional modules resulted in various self-service devices, which were
matched to the needs of our clients.
KEBA brought the first serial production, cassette-based self-service recycler onto the European market in 2002
and from this point onward, being in
front involved the optimization of reliability and cost efficiency. Cash recyclers prevailed and many of our clients

now operate more self-service recyclers than straightforward ATMs.
Today, banks are seeking to make
their stationary and digital services
more attractive and simpler for the
end user. Because as is the case in
other business areas, these decide
what will be used frequently and
what is unpopular. They also pick up
on innovations and change their opinions quickly.
Outstanding functionality, reliability
and cost efficiency continue to form
the foundation, while at present security, usability, barrier freedom, digitization and customer experience are fast
gaining in importance.
For us, being on the cutting edge now
means supporting you as a client with
imminent changes to the greatest
possible extent. Accordingly, KEBA’s
evo product series matches our times.
Its innovative flexibility helps you to
create a certain customer experience
with your branch format at low cost
and also facilitates easy redesign.
Therefore, in this edition of “IM
TREND”, you can experience both a
look back and a glance of the future!

Austria

The Austrian Raiffeisen Group

relies on the tried and tested

In the area of non-cash terminals and cash recycling
systems, KEBA is the exclusive supplier to the Austrian
Raiffeisen banking group.

Cash recycling and new
self-service systems
In the course of the comprehensive
realization of new branch concepts, in
tandem with 24/7 customer service,
the Austrian Raiffeisen Group is placing
a greater emphasis on user-friendly,
self-service terminals. In this connection with its innovative KePlus product
line, KEBA won a tendering process
against international competitors.
A part from technical features and top
quality, service and partnership were
decisive factors in the capture of this
contract.
By the beginning of 2019, over 400
independent Raiffeisen banks and the
eight regional headquarters will be
equipped with 700 account service
terminals and 300 cash recyclers.

The rollout of what amounts to some
1,000 KePlus systems has already
begun and in recent years, KEBA has
supplied the Austrian Raiffeisen banks
with 500 KePlus K6 account terminals
and 60 KePlus R6se / KePlus X6se
cash recyclers.
A roadshow throughout
Austria
KEBA travelled through Austria with
a special truck in order to demonstrate the new KePlus product range
to Raiffeisen bank staff at first hand.
During stops in Upper Austria, Lower
Austria, Vorarlberg, Carinthia and
Styria, the systems and their advantages could be seen live. Accordingly, the audience feedback to the
roadshow and the numerous interesting presentations on the topic of
cash recycling was highly enthusiastic.

Franz Leitner, is responsible for KEBA sales to
the Raiffeisen sector in
Austria.
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Germany

VR Bank Rhein-Neckar eG
Institute facts:
(as at 31.12.2016)
Total assets €4,066 million
671 employees
51 branches, thereof ten
off-site locations
168 self-service systems

KEBA’s
highly reliable
cash recyclers convince
KEBA is extremely pleased by it high
level of popularity among the German
cooperative banks and used this fact
for a conversation with Steffen Zink,
the head of the Bank Service department of VR Bank Rhein-Neckar eG,
regarding the cooperation with KEBA.
KEBA was invited to demonstrate its
KePlus R6se cash recycler at your
bank at the end of 2015, which was
prior to the computer centre’s release
for integration. What was your initial
impression?
We were highly enthusiastic from the
outset. KEBA’s consulting was competent and very sympathetic. We
were also convinced by the partnerlike approach and sales support, and
in particular the clarity of our joint discussions. Moreover and most importantly, we were not subsequently
disappointed.
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Everything presented to us on paper in
2015 matches precisely what we are
now experiencing.
Why did your bank finally opt for the
KEBA cash recycler?
Our focus was on system stability and
quality. KEBA’s equipment is manufactured in Austria, where the quality
checks also take place. In addition,
the reports from friendly banks also
strengthened our resolve, as stability,
quality and user-friendly handling constituted the general tenor.
As we are involved with Fiducia & GAD
IT AG in an self-service working group,
we also gathered a wealth of opinions
from this direction and only heard positive reports from the “old GAD” banks.
Last, but not least, KEBA’s presentation, as well as the sales and technical

support reinforced our decision.
How long have you been using the
KePlus R6se and how many systems
do you have in operation at present?
We currently have four KEBA recyclers,
which were all installed in spring 2017.
Installation and final acceptance were
again highly professional and straightforward; also for our IT.
How are the KEBA systems employed?
Just now we are altering our conventional branches at numerous locations.
Therefore, we claim that the self-service
systems offer maximum availability and
stability. Our first KEBA machine was
installed in a counter-free branch in an
area where there are no nearby banks.
Therefore, we are obliged to offer a stable money supply and service world,
and the KEBA recycler provides pre-

Germany
For over two years, the German cooperative banks have been working with the KEBA KePlus
R6se cash recycler. Pilot operations were concluded successfully in record time and since then
the system has enjoyed great popularity. The KePlus R6se has again convinced owing to its excellent availability levels and cash recycling technology and owing to its extremely low fault susceptibility, the cash recycler is also employed in purely self-service locations and for the realization of
new branch concepts.

Steffen Zink, head of the Bank Service
department at VR Bank Rhein-Neckar eG
in conversation with Patrick Manert, KEBA

cisely this. Indeed, our current defect
statistics show 99.2% stability.
Two recyclers were installed at a busy
location, where a total of three self-service systems are situated (cash recycling replacement). The fourth KEBA
recycler is also in a counter-free branch
and has replaced a cash dispensing
ATM. Customers have reacted very
positively to the self-service deposit
function and simple handling.
To stay with this topic, how have the
various ATM users adopted the KEBA’s
recyclers?
Actually, the enthusiasm for the KEBA
machines has surprised even us!
Moreover, the reaction of the personnel that services the systems has also

been very positive. Our CIT company
commented, “Super machine! It fits
and is most attractive.” And as I mentioned earlier, we have not been disappointed and are convinced by the
KePlus R6se.
We are delighted by this positive feedback, but what improvement measures
do you envisage?
There is one point and that is capacity. In highly frequented branches, we
reach the limits and therefore we are
very interested in the new evo series.
The integration and pilot operation at
Fiducia & GAD IT AG start soon.
What are your plans for the future with
KEBA?
We will certainly continue along the
same path with KEBA, welcome our

cooperation and are intrigued by
KEBA’s new evo system generation.
The quality, stability and straightforward handling of the KEBA systems
really convinced us, as did the transparency of the sales team pitch and
the technical support. Just keep going
in the same manner!

In conversation:
Steffen Zink,
head of the
Bank Service department,
VR Bank Rhein-Neckar eG
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Company

The self-service system

25 years of self-service.
An impulse for Rondo
In 1991, the STUSA for the Austrian
Sparkasse Group issues a tender for an
self-service deposit and withdrawal system,
and savings book self-service.
KEBA participates.

Rondo mini enlarges
the Rondo family
Transfers and note bundle deposits
on a tiny footprint.

1991
1998

90 >

Rondo takes shape
Launch of the Rondo 1000
prototype.

1993

> 2000
1999

1992

1995

Rondo’s millennium
The 1000th Rondo is delivered.

Rondo starts to run
The Rondo 980 has computer
centre linkage.

2001

Rondo is born
The multifunctional model is
presented to the STUSA and
at the CEBIT.
Rondo recycles for
the first time
The Rondo R4 is launched
with unique cash recycling
technology from Hitachi.
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Company

(r)evolution from KEBA.

A brief history.
2008
The KePlus becomes
a family
Rollout of the KePlus X6
with coin depositing.

2003

2012

>

KePlus R6se / KePlus X6se
The mature product line with extra
security and efficiency.

Rondo redesign
The Rondo R5 is presented
to the German market.

> 2018 >
2009

Brand new

The KePlus “kids” arrive
The KePlus P6 and KePlus K6
non-cash terminals enjoy great
popularity.

2006
KePlus R6 – the next
KEBA generation
Design with a security focus,
user-friendly ergonomics, superior
performance.
The evo series –
self-service redefined
Versatile, innovative, flexible and
future-safe. The ideal solution for
every requirement.
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evo inspiration

evo

Our inspiration
Smartphones and
society
Smartphones are highly versatile. They
enable us to read the news, send photos, check our account and order a taxi.
Kids as well as grandparents can use
them and we regularly buy a new model.

Self-service systems are too expensive to be constantly replaced. If you bought an self-service system in 2007 when the
iPhone was launched, it is possibly still in operation, has the same functions and is somewhat worn out.
We were excited by the idea that a self-service system would adjust flexibly and permit the further development of new
functions that did not exist when it was purchased. A system, that would be as easy to use as a smartphone and remain
clean for over a decade.
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evo inspiration
Business and bank branches
In order to reduce costs, uneconomic branches are closed and counter-free concepts implemented. Moreover, a growing number of cash recyclers are being installed because they handle
the deposit function with the greatest cost efficiency. Traditionally, these systems stand in a selfservice lobby or in the banking hall in order to raise customer frequency, create a new customer
experience and replace a teller cash recycler through their dual application.
We imagined that evo would
be able to alter its appearance, e.g. through new colours and thus match the
respective location and existing machines. It should be
an self-service system that in
the bank hall has the effect of
(counter) furniture and moves
with the times.

Clients and KEBA
To date, the focus with regard to our cash
recyclers was on continual improvements
related to function, reliability and cost
efficiency.
During our search for additional benefits, we invited customers, suppliers and partners to numerous
joint workshops, in order to carry out research into the new challenges. The findings thus obtained
were extremely valuable and raised the technical bar. Requirements included twice the number of
recyclable notes, half the power consumption, increased security, safe replacement, easy operation and much more besides.

Today, we are proud of the results

				
				

and would like to again thank the many
people who helped us with evo.
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evo series
Self-service banking redefined

The (r)evolutionary

evo series

Immerse yourself with us in the world of evo
and you will see that it is more than just a new
cash recycling generation. It is reduced, versatile, simple to operate, durable, secure, futureoriented, barrier-free and energy-efficient.

Discover diversity
with the evo series
products
The solutions offered by the evo series are as
manifold as the demands in the banking environment. Here is evo product diversity at a
glance.
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KePlus R10
KePlus RT10
With the new cash recycling module and
modern interactive concept, the KePlus R10
for the indoor area and KePlus RT10 for
wheelchair accessibility and outdoor installations represent the ideal ATMs.
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evo series
Guided by its mission to develop solutions that would help banks to design their services in a customer-oriented and cost-efficient manner, during the development of the new self-service systems
KEBA relied upon co-creation (more on page 20). The result is a system generation from and for
banks, bank employees and end users, which meets current and future requirements.
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KePlus F10
KePlus FT10
The KePlus F10 for interior use and the
KePlus FT10 for wheelchair accessible
and the outdoor area offer recycling for up
to eight denominations and a subsequent
functional enlargement through a wing
(KePlus FX10). Simple individualization and
branch integration are free of any limitations.
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KePlus FX10
The KePlus FX10 is a KePlus F10 with a
wing and combines all cash transactions in
a single compact unit. Owing to its modular
system, it can be expanded to fulfil future
requirements, which at present are entirely
unknown.
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evo series

Reasons Why

... evo is the optimum
self-service solution
The evo series does not involve fundamental change, but instead it represents evolutionary, customer-oriented
development, which on the basis of
the proven has resulted in something
new and unique.

Simplicity through
„design4all“
Bank customers vary and have differing needs. However, self-service
should be intuitive and a matter of
course for them all. Therefore, evo
offers a clearly structured SmartSurface, which provides straightforward
user guidance for every customer.
The fundamentally original concept of
a large, illuminated user field directs
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the attention of the customer to the
point where an action is required. For
example, at the beginning of a transaction, solely the area to insert the card
is illuminated and all the other interaction fields recede into the background.

• An ingenious ventilation concept
facilitates the individual design of the
evo system by means of housing
elements. Wear and tear, or branch
design alterations can thus be accommodated quickly and simply.

This simplicity pays dividends, as ease
of operation convinces the customer
and raises the self-service quota leaving more time for profitable customer
consultation.

• evo systems can also be integrated
into counter architecture, thereby
allowing the simultaneous offer of both
automated and personal service.

Flexible and durable
• The evo series’ modular system
allows functional enlargements at any
time, both to the basic machine and
through the wing concept, which in
turn enables future-safe decisions to
be made.

Owing to evo’s design and new recycling technology, the system also
enables the realization of counter-free
branches. More information about
evo’s flexibility can be found on page
18.

evo series

Bottom line security
Self-service system security is the
number one priority. Therefore, the
evo series offers an integrated security system, which minimizes or eradicates risks on a diversity of attack levels. evo furnishes a wealth of possibilities, which extend from prevention
to detection solutions and protection
measures (more on page 17).
Economic and socially
responsible
Owing to the fact that during transaction-free periods, it switches to a standby mode, evo almost halves electricity consumption. Nonetheless, should
a transaction be required, the system
immediately becomes operative.

Fleet control also offers further power
saving potential via the remote shutdown of individual evo systems during slow transaction periods (from midnight to 5 a.m.) or foyer closures.
evo meets the EN 301 549 European
standard for the provision of barrier-free ICT products and services in
Europe, and in addition to this type of
operation, large-scale user guidance
offers users intuitive support. Moreover, variations suitable for wheelchair
users provide first class user comfort,
discretion and privacy. Please find
more on page 14.
Future-oriented and
cost-efficient
With SmartSurface, a 19-inch screen,

NFC and barcode scanning, there are
no obstacles to omni-channel thinking.
Indeed, evo is both flexible and versatile and provides multi-currency recycling, large-value withdrawals, loan
and savings transactions in combination with immediate services at the terminal, (more on page 18).
The new cash recycling module optimizes cash recycling further thanks to
the dual cassette technology. With five
physical cassettes, the recycling of up
to eight denominations is feasible.
The higher recycling quota minimizes
cash handling costs and offers room
for new branch concepts. More information about the module is available
on page 20.

With its holistic design, evo is
future-safe and offers flexibility for
the challenges of today, tomorrow
and the day after.
Go on a journey of discovery and
convince yourself on the following
pages.
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evo series

Barrier-free self-service
Method”, a range of ATM users was
identified and integrated into the development process.
For example, the retired gentleman,
who due to the start of arthritis has
problems inserting and withdrawing his
bankcard from the slit. Or the elderly
lady with cataracts, who finds reading
small lettering a problem and therefore
cannot see immediately where to insert
her card, pull out the receipt, or the
banknotes.

The participation of disadvantaged persons in all areas of life
is a highly topical subject and
a growing priority throughout
Europe.
This is fully justified, as over a quarter
of the people living in the EU states,
who are older than fifteen have a slight
or serious disability.
In addition, more than half of the persons in the over 64-age group have
1

a disability.1 In addition, in view of
demographic change, barrier-free
access is both essential and vital for
success.
For banks, barrier-free
means pre-planning and
future-oriented thinking
Therefore, during the development of
new system generations, KEBA placed
a major focus on barrier-free usability. With the help of the “Personas

Not to mention wheelchair users,
whose touch and visual area is limited
due to their seated position.

EU2020; European comparative data on Europe 2020 & People with disabilities; www.disability-europe.net/theme/eu2020?country=european-union

Visual user guidance
via colour signals – only those
functions requiring actuation
are illuminated
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Clearly visible money deposit
and withdrawal slot
– no blind spots even in
a sitting position

Wheelchair-accessibility
Our models:
KePlus RT10
KePlus FT10

evo series

– made simple with evo
With evo, KEBA offers a
barrier-free solution

ment of bank applications per touch button, a solution was implemented that
offers enhanced visibility.

The system design is puristic, modern and clearly structured. Consequently, evo not only has an elegant
appearance, but also offers markedly
improved usability.

In addition, the UsAbility Quick Check indicated the need for a system offering wheelchair accessibility, which considerably enhances the reachability of
the operational elements, the view of the monitor and the scope of the private
sphere.

Examined by independent
experts
In addition to the Personas Method,
in order to obtain an external, expert
opinion, KEBA commissioned myAbility Social Enterprise GmbH with the
completion of a UsAbility Quick Check.
The findings obtained from practical
tests with a wheelchair user and two
persons with visual impairments were
taken into full account during system
development.
For example, an improvement in the
limited view of the monitor for wheelchair users was suggested. With the
development of the Smart Frame,
which allows the unproblematic adjust-

Wheelchair accessible
systems
offer enhanced usability,
visibility and privacy

Find out more on page 16.

“With the barrier-free check carried
out by a team of experts with disabilities, KEBA has set fresh benchmarks
in the UsAbility area. A new target
group has been addressed and at the
same time, KEBA has demonstrated that it is a company
that pushes innovations ahead and is perfectly prepared
to deal with future topics such as a greying society.”
Gregor Demblin; social entrepreneur,
co-founder of Career Moves and myAbility

More information regarding myAbility Social Enterprise GmbH is available
at www.myability.org;

The operating elements are
within reach for wheelchair
users (pursuant to the EU
standard EN 301 549 and ADA)

Smart Frame – 19-inch screen
with height-adjustable applications that can be moved up or
down
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evo series

With the KePlus RT10 and KePlus FT10, KEBA offers wheelchair
accessible self-service system variations that can stand alone or be
integrated into walls or furniture.
In general, the test persons gave a highly positive verdict on the
overview of the operating elements, which employ both text and
pictograms.

Sparkasse Bregenz
– evo provides barrier-free self-service
On 8 June 2017, Sparkasse Bregenz
became the first Sparkasse in Austria
to have a wheelchair accessible selfservice system from KEBA that offers
handicapped users particularly simple
and independent ATM operation.
In addition to the KePlus R6, now a
wheelchair accessible KePlus FT10
is also available for customers and
already enjoys great popularity.

Barrier-freedom has long been an
important topic for the Sparkasse
Bregenz, as exemplified by the fact
that all of its ATMs are fitted with headphone connections, which via audio
guidance make optimum, straightforward self-service operation possible
for persons with visual impairments.
According to Volkmar Schöflinger,
the head of the bank’s Organization

department: “In future, Sparkasse
Bregenz will place an even greater
emphasis upon barrier-free branch
design.
Using a requirement survey, we will
determine which locations require
wheelchair accessible systems and
then include them as needed in the
planning of new equipment purchases
and branches.”

“In future, Sparkasse Bregenz will
place an even greater emphasis
upon barrier-free branch design.”

Volkmar Schöflinger,
Head of the Organization Department
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evo series

ATM security
A battle on
two fronts
For many years, the focus of ATM manufacturers was on the physical security provided by stronger safes or internal locks.
However, more recently attention has
shifted steadily towards virtual security.

There are good reasons for this move,
as in the first half of 2016 alone Europe
saw 10,820 virtual and 1,604 physical
attacks. However, this does not mean
that the latter are to be underrated, as
the collateral damage that they cause
due to explosions, ripping out, etc. is
often considerable. Therefore, in future
the battle for ATM security will continue
on two fronts.
Basically, a distinction is drawn
between three levels of ATM security
measures, which apply to both the
physical and virtual aspects.

Prevention
The focus of attention is on the inclusion of all safety aspects of relevance
during product development. The task
is to offer as few points of attack as
possible. Therefore, in the course of
the design phase of the evo series, the
aim was to create the safest possible

cash recycler, which led to close cooperation with security experts.
Through the All-in-Safe concept (more
on page 20) and the central placing
of the safe opening, which in tandem
offer pre-emptive safeguards against
manipulation and attacks, evo provides
preventive security from the outset.

Detection
However, should attackers succeed
breaking into the system, this must be
detected reliably wherby time plays an
important role.
The sooner an attack is pinpointed, the
more time is available for a response.
Accordingly, evo possesses integrated
security solutions, such as KEBA
break-in recognition, which detects
unauthorized door opening and the
KEBA recognition system that determines and reports skimming attempts.

Protection
The third security level centres upon
cash protection. Even if an attack succeeds, it must be ensured that cash
remains inaccessible.
Here, too, the evo system offers innovative solutions for the best possible
protection, that apart from the all-insafe concept include cryptographic
communications security, which prevents the reading of sensitive card
data.
Total ATM security cannot be guaranteed because as soon as a potential weakness is identified, thieves find
another method of attack.
Therefore the secret is to stay one step
ahead of the criminals and evo’s integrated security concept delivers an
important contribution in this regard.
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evo series

flexibility

Investment protection
included
The self-service systems not only provide maximum flexibility during installation, whether in- or outdoors, freestanding or in the wall, but also offer
a diversity of possible functions and
branch concepts in addition to deposits and withdrawals.
For example, evo furnishes a possibility
for the merger of self-service and counter services. Irrespective of whether the
system is integrated into the counter
architecture and is combined with consulting, or fully automated services are
offered in small branches, evo optimizes costs thanks to its 24/7 availability and service quality. Moreover,
these advantages are all available with
a machine width of just 60 cm, even
with integrated coin counter.
In addition, evo facilitates the simple
retrofitting of functions and fittings.
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Consequently, with evo our clients
also purchase investment protection,
especially when one bears in mind that
KEBA cash recycling systems are often
in operation for ten years or longer.
A virtually inexhaustible
range of design
possibilities
Thanks to their elegant, puristic form
and ingenious ventilation system, evo
cash recyclers furnish a wealth of integration possibilities.
These permit straightforward integration into the corporate design of banks
and guarantee coherent integration
into branch image.
evo systems can be matched to virtually any design stipulation, or adjusted
to existing fixtures and furnishings,
irrespective of whether glass, concrete, metal, plastic or wood is the predominant feature.

In addition, barrier-free operation is
provided by wheelchair accessible
variations.
evo convinces from a visual standpoint
through innumerable variations. It can
be installed conventionally in a window
frame, integrated into a modern glass
wall without a frame, or stand alone
and be housed in materials that mirror
the branch design.

evo series

– offers a secure future outlook
Flexibility creates security for the future and therefore evo product development was shaped by this buzzword. The result is
an equipment series that offers banks maximum freedom with
respect to both branch design and concepts. Indeed with the
evo series neither service today is no problem, nor service
tomorrow, or self-service alone the day after.

Dual cassette technology is a major
factor in flexibility, as despite the compactness of the system, it allows
the recycling of up to eight denominations (read more on page 20).

Furthermore, an integrated KEBA
Smart Frame solution means that the
application area can be moved up and
down. Therefore both wheelchair users
and tall persons gain an optimum view
of the screen. Moreover, the integration of a help function for a short video
chat with a bank employee is also
conceivable.
With our “KEBA Studio Immergrün”
(Evergreen) in Linz, we have created
a demo-branch, experimental workshop, innovation centre and design
think tank rolled into one, which as is
the case with the plants of the same
name, enables ideas and innovations
to grow throughout the year. The studio also shows real cases that illustrate
evo’s integration possibilities.
The “KEBA Studio Immergrün” thrives
on meetings and dialogues with our clients, partners and suppliers.

Technical flexibility
From a technical standpoint, apart
from the solutions already familiar
from KEBA self-service products such
as barcode scanners, anti-skimming
and multi-touch technology etc., evo
offers even greater flexibility. For example, a coin counter, which allows simple cash transfers can be installed in
the extremely compact basic system.

The 19-inch screen creates innumerable application possibilities. For
although 15-inch screens support
many bank services, the remaining
space can be used to the full.
For example, the KEBA Smart Frame
allows the placing of advertising, or a
frontal camera can be installed in this
space and employed as a digital mirror.

We are pleased to invite you
to visit us in the

“KEBA Studio Immergrün”
in order to discuss fresh
branch design ideas, which
use the evo series.
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evo series

A celebration to mark the end of the
UR2A cash recycler project in Japan

evo series

cash recycling

A new dimension is a term that sounds
both challenging and exciting. This was
certainly the case with regard to the
path from brain storming to realization,
as it was approached in a co-creation
process, which meant early active customer participation in development.
KEBA used co-creation simultaneously with its long-term strategic partner, Hitachi-Omron Terminal Solutions
(HOTS).
The UR2 platform was selected jointly
as a basis technology and then additional demands were defined for the
new UR2A recycling module.
The integration of European customer
suggestions meant that their requirements had a stronger influence on the
results than was previously the case.
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Initial discussions commenced in 2007
and over the years, more than 200
people were involved in module development. The project was finally concluded in May 2017 with a small celebration in Japan and now KEBA and
HOTS offer the most innovative recycling solution in Western markets.
Dual cassette technology
optimizes the cash cycle
and opens up new functions
Owing to the fact that the cassette
is divided into two sections recycling
for as many as eight denominations is
possible with a standard five physical
cassettes. This allows the withdrawal
of large sums and change, as well as
switches between the euro and foreign
currencies. In this way, evo assumes
counter services and creates space

for new branch concepts through the
replacement of teller cash recycler
(TCR), employee-supported self-service ATMs, or the offer of fully automated services in very small branches.

evo series

Simple operation of the cash slot

in a new dimension
Ultra-compact, but full
of possibilities

As before, banknote seperation takes
place in a single cash slot.

A large number of recyclable denominations does not automatically mean
an increased space requirement. This
is because the evo system footprint is
ultra-compact and allows its integration into any spatial concept.

The customer can remove a jammed
note and then all the notes move at
maximum speed to where they should
be; at best in the protection of the cash
safe. This means that banknote processing components and cash cannot
be accessed.

All-In-Safe offers maximum
cash protection

Simple cash slot operation
Well-concealed technology and optimized, ergonomic handling were two
demands made by numerous customers. The lower cash slot position,
which is tilted towards the customer
and defined lighting improve visibility
and ensure barrier-free operation.

The location of the mechanics in the
upper part of the cash slot removes it
from the field of vision and at the same
time, greatly reduces faults caused by
foreign bodies.
The stand-by mode allows
energy-efficient cash
handling
Smart technology saves energy costs
and, in the long-term, resources. During transaction-free periods all the electro-mechanical elements in the cash
recycling module are shut down, which
virtually halves the power requirement.
The user is unaware of the stand-by
mode, as the module immediately
becomes operative upon a customer
contact.
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evo series

evo
in the Sparkasse Finance Group
The savings bank
“Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg (LzO)” is leading the
way again
From the beginning of the cooperation with KEBA in 2006 LzO took the
role of a cash recycling pioneer. During
the evo development process KEBA
actively invited diverse customers to
participate in the development project.
The KEBA development team was
extremely happy with the cooperation
with the LzO as valuable inputs were
provided which could be integrated
into the design and development of
the solution.
Mr. Leich, you were already involved
in the development of the evo series.
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What were your impressions of the
teamwork?
For me, working on the creation of a
cash recycler was very special. At the
beginning, ideas and design concepts
were evaluated with a natural focus on
the perspectives of the customers and
users. However, as the LzO’s IT manager, I find that other aspects such as
availability and employee-friendly operation are also very important.
In the user group, we soon agreed that
KEBA’s usual high levels of availability and user-friendly design, as demonstrated by the predecessor model had
to be the benchmark. This fact in combination with the modern and attractive optics and haptics quickly led to
growing excitement regarding the new
system.

To what extent were your expectations
with respect to KEBA’s new generation
actually fulfilled?
The sense of anticipation was great,
but we had to wait for longer until the
first prototypes arrived. In the final analysis, we understood the delays, especially as they led to improved results.
After some months and the ironing
out of small initial problems, I can now
confirm that the evo series again surpasses the high standard of our KePlus
R6 machines, which is a great result.
Which functions and features were of
special importance to you during the
design phase?
At the beginning of the project, I told
the responsible managers to enter
three major characteristics into their

evo series
At the same time as the 2016 FI-Forum, November
saw the start of evo piloting within the S-Finanzgruppe. Since the release at the end of March
2017, over 50 Sparkasse banks have put their
faith in evo systems and the trend is still upwards!

“Im Trend” in conversation with

Sven-Oliver Leich,
the Deputy Director
of the Organisation Division
regarding evo.

list of specifications. These were availability, availability and availability, as
in reality optics are only of secondary
interest to the customers.

We hope that our computer centre will
release coin processing as soon as
possible because then we can implement new ideas.

Where do you still see room for action?
We now have a vertical 19-inch screen.
This looks chic, but at present our
computer centre does not provide any
central content. In future, I would like
an S Finance Group advertising banner, or clips.

What do you particularly like about the
evo series?
Many of our KePlus R6 recyclers have
been running in stable fashion for over
a decade. Therefore, the confidence
in this system generation is huge, but
the expectations with regard to evo are
just as great.

What LzO branch concepts do the new
systems support better than to date?
We have already been using KEBA
recyclers on a full coverage basis
for over ten years. However, the evo
model now provides us with maximum
flexibility.

What I especially like is the fact that following teething troubles, in the past six
months evo’s performance and availability levels have risen sharply. evo
would truly seem to be a worthy successor system.

By the end of 2017, the LzO
already had 27 KePlus F10
cash recyclers in operation.
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evo series

KEBA
presents

the evo series

KEBA in Italy
KEBA has had its own sales branch
in Italy since 2012. Five employees
based in Milan look after the national
market.
Since branch foundation, some 250
KEBA cash recyclers have been
installed throughout the Italian “boot”.
Accordingly, KEBA has succeeded in
arousing the enthusiasm of clients from
every banking segment for its cash
recycling technology. Unicredit, Credit
Agricole and Banca Credito Cooperative, as well as smaller banking institutes have all turned to self-service
systems from KEBA.
Special features of the
Italian banking market
In Italy, cheques are employed extensively as a means of non-cash payment and in 2015 more than 208 million transactions were completed using
cheques.1
1

Therefore, KEBA’s cash recycling
systems are used to provide reliable cheque processing. In the past,
cheque scanner components could
only be integrated into the multifunctional KePlus X6se and owing to an
enlarged footprint the system was difficult to integrate into Italian banks.
However, with evo, KEBA is now able
to overcome this physical hurdle, as
the cheque scanner module is located
in the evo basis system, which also
convinces Italian banks with its slim,
minimalistic design.
KEBA goes “Ferrari”
In mid-September, KEBA presented
the evo system to a large audience for
the first time. With the choice of the
Ferrari Museum in Maranello, a famous
venue was selected for this event, as
Maranello is the small town near Bologna, where Enzo Ferrari founded his
car company in 1947.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/443379/check-payment-in-italy/
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Numerous representatives from banks,
service and logistics partners, as well
as computer centres participated in the
event and also had an opportunity to
view the Ferrari Museum. The attendees showed a lively interest in the
development approach and the product ideas. Moreover, in particular the
design and the system’s compactness
were met with special enthusiasm.

evo series

in Italy

The evo series gets started
Owing to the fact that the evo series
already has COBAN certification,
which is comparable with the DK
licence in Germany, the Italian Bank
Credit Agricole assumed a pioneering
role and started a pilot project in September 2017.
The new evo series from KEBA is innovative, flexible and reliable. Therefore,
in view of the sizeable interest and
positive feedback in Maranello, we
look forward to having numerous, convinced clients in Italy in the future.

Facts and figures
Some 350 Italian banks,
thereof 290 cooperative institutions
Approx. 47,000 ATMs
Approx. 32,000 branches
Intesa San Paolo, UniCredit and the Gruppo BCC
have the largest bank networks
(source: RBR, 2013)
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Logistics automation

KEMAS – part of KEBA group
Safe and documented handovers
of sensitive objects
For more than 25 years, the German KEMAS GmbH has
specialized in intelligent handover solutions. In mid-2016
it became part of the KEBA Group and supplemented
the product portfolio with its innovative automats.

Fully documented object
transfers with audit
conformity
KEMAS automats facilitate the automated, secure and defined registration, administration, storage, disposition and handover of recurring objects.
Among the benefits are 24/7 availability
and the clear recognition if a monitored
object has actually been removed or
returned. This works via RFID and is
fully documented by KEMAS software
in a manner that is secure against
manipulation and in conformity with
an audit.
The result is reliable protection
against unauthorized access, loss,
manipulation and misuse. This is in
contrast to comparable solutions,
which only register the opening and
closing of the affected box but the
object itself is not monitored.
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The head of Organization at the Dolomitenbank,
Werner Hohenwarter,
with a KEMAS
to the management of special access
handover system.
authorizations in 2009. In cooperation with KEMAS, a 24/7 availability
solution was installed, which guarantees comprehensive and manipulationsafe documentation, as well as fulfilling all the stipulations for audits. ARZ
Secure
emergency managers can obtain unidocument handovers
versal key cards at any time and open
the necessary doors. Clear user idenSince May 2017, the Dolomitenbank tification then takes place via the key
Lienz has been using the KEMAS sys- card and PIN, as well as the RFID trantem for the handover of sensitive doc- sponder on the respective emergency
uments. Customers who are unable card.
to come to the bank during normal
business hours are now able to col- In addition, since 2013 a KEMAS solulect their documents at any time, sim- tion has been employed for the key
ply and without long waits. If neces- management of ARZ’s vehicle fleet.
sary they may then sign and redeposit Thanks to the integrated SAP interthem later. Deadlines can thus be more face, business travel applications, car
effectively adhered to and both banks reservations and travel expenses are
and customers profit from the user- completed online.
friendly and secure handover.
Following reservation, the key can be
Safe management
registered by the KEMAS automat and
then returned. At all times it is clear,
of access cards and
vehicle keys
who is under way with which vehicle and what cars are available. Travel
The General Computer Center (ARZ) expense accounting also takes place
in Innsbruck already freed itself from largely automatically and merely the kilsecretariat opening hours with regard ometres driven are entered manually.

Energy automation

Shaping a sustainable future.
With intelligent charging infrastructure solutions.

A global partner
to the BMW Group

In an era of climate change, it is vital that mobility becomes
climate-neutral. Thanks to the new models constantly being
launched by car manufacturers, electromobility has arrived
in the present and is slowly, but surely, becoming suitable for
the mass market.

The e-mobility boom and general market growth have been felt at KEBA in
the form of rising demand. To date,
over 55,000 charging stations have
already been sold.
This is in spite of the fact that the
share of e-cars in total European vehicle sales amounts to a mere one per
cent. However, forecasts predict that
by 2025, electric vehicles will account
for 25 per cent of car sales and 70 per
cent by 2030.
Clean cars need
clean power
As a consequence, there is a trend
away from simple to intelligently controlled charging.

What is still widely unknown is that
the new BMW i wallbox from the premium class, German automotive manufacturer comes from KEBA. The box
was developed in a joint project, is
produced at the KEBA plant in Linz
and is available in over forty countries
worldwide.

Source: BMW Group

As battery and recharging capacities
of e-vehicles are increasing steadily, in
the future intelligent, controlled charging will be a necessity.
Moreover, e-mobility will first achieve
its major potential when the charging infrastructure offers possibilities for
networking with alternative energies.
Accordingly, the future of energy supply lies in solar power, more precisely
in self-generated PV power and intelligent energy management. Depending on the energy output of the photovoltaic system and the consumption
of the rest of the house, the car can
thereby be charged in an energy-saving manner.

Solar-optimized charging processes,
load management for fleet customers or connections to leading Smart
Home systems can be realized with
the BMW i Wallbox Connect (one of
three versions) and its integrated WiFi
connection.
This creates an holistic charging system which intelligently integrates the
charging process in everyday operations and the power market, and
reduces costs at the same time.
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The direct line
to KEBA
Do you have any questions
or suggestions? Do you require
additional information?
We look forward to hearing from you!
Austria / International:
KEBA AG, 4041 Linz, Gewerbepark Urfahr
Simone Traxler
Phone: +43 732 7090-27705, E-Mail: txl@keba.com
Germany:
KEBA GmbH Automation,
73037 Göppingen, Leonhard-Weiss-Straße 40
Claudia Wolter-Brandt
Phone: +49 7161 9741-21, E-Mail: wob@keba.com

KEBA AG Headquarters, Gewerbepark Urfahr, 4041 Linz/Austria,
Phone: +43 732 7090-0, Fax: +43 732 730910, keba@keba.com
KEBA Group worldwide
Austria • China • Czech Republic • Germany • Italy
Japan • Netherlands • Romania • South Korea
Taiwan •   Turkey •   USA

www.keba.com

